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Searching for Reliable Information

Media education material on science and information

consider the citizens’ opportunities of participation in research, look for and share research data,
as well as practise doing actual research.

Introduction
Where do you find information? How do you assess the reliability of information? Have you seen
”fake news”? What is the significance of reliable
information and science in society and as a part
of our everyday life? In what different ways can
you tell about matters to others and share information?

You can start here
The ”Searching for Reliable Information” material helps discuss the significance of media in
information transfer and practise assessing the
reliability of information. The material consists
of two sections concerning media and science,
both of which are divided into smaller activity
sections.

Searching for Reliable Information contains a variety of assignment and discussion ideas.
According to the traditional view, knowledge can
be understood as a well-founded true belief.

The challenge level of the assignments has been
marked using asterisks. The challenge levels are
for reference only; do not let them restrict you.
All assignments can and should be changed to
suit your work!

Through the Internet and mediasation we have
the opportunity to access immense amounts of
information. As the amount of available information increases, so does the significance of
skills needed for locating and managing it as well
as evaluating its reliability. Information helps
us understand ourselves, others and the surrounding world.

These assignments are easy and they are
suitable for groups of young children
and other beginners.
These assignments require a a bit
more abstract thinking, time and
media literacy skills.

The activity assignments of the ”Searching for
Reliable Information” material deal with assessing the reliability of information sources and
various media texts, recognising of misleading
media content, as well as sharing information
and producing media.

These assignments require the
ability to analyse media and
one’s own actions and it has
been primarily designed for
the media education of young
people and adults.

The material also pays special attention to science
and research. Science is regarded as an essential
part of society as well as an operational method
and an opportunity that also people outside universities can participate in.

The assignment can be
used with groups of varying
competence levels, as long
as its goals and methods are
designed to suit the group.

In science, there is room for creativeness,
self-expression, doing things differently and the
aspiration to participate and influence. In the activity sections of the material, students can discuss science and the significance of research in
day-to-day life, present the work of researchers,
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I Media as information distributors
The media landscape is changing and becoming more diverse, which makes the skills
of evaluating information very important in media literacy.

Media landscape is the name used in this material when talking about all the different media
as a whole. With the help of media, we are able
to follow events all over the world, even in real
time. In addition to news broadcasts on TV and
newspapers, we can follow the various events on
our smartphones, tablet devices and computers,
for example. Different media companies publish
magazines and online sites sharing information
on the Internet. Social media also has a large role
in sharing information.

Evaluating the reliability of information is vital, as
our view of the world and its events are in many
parts based on the information transmitted by
media. As the different media work in different
ways and follow different rules, different skills are
also needed for evaluating the reliability of information, depending on the media in use. Evaluating the reliability of information published in a
newspaper, for example, can be different than in
the case of information published on social media.
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The objectives of the media section are to:
• promote understanding on what is the significance of media to reliable sharing of information
• promote understanding on which ways media can promote reliability in their own actions
• promote critical understanding about fake news and the ability to recognise also other forms of
misleading media content
• develop social skills and teamwork
• promote the skills related to media production
• promote the accessibility of information.

Media share information
According to a study that reviewed the recreational habits of 10 to 29-year-old people in Finland, the second most important reason for using media, after keeping in touch with others, is
to find information. The third most common reason is the desire to learn something new.
More and more of us have the opportunity to produce and share information. The different
digital publication platforms enable publishing various updates, blogs and vlogs, for example.
This enables people to publish their own content, tell about the issues important to them and
share information. For many, vlogs and blogs are their primary news sources. In their media-filled everyday life, people themselves have a growing responsibility to assess the reliability
of information they find.

Accessibility of information
By developing media literacy skills, the accessibility of information can also be promoted.
Based on subsection 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, we all have the right of
opinion and free speech, which also includes the right to acquire, receive and share information through all media. Promoting the accessibility of information is directly linked to an inclusive society, realisation of democracy, human rights and the building of sustainable future.
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1. Becoming familiar with media
When researching media, it is good to review what different media devices and contents there are.
Getting to know media can be done by discussing media and their use or through the colouring
assignment.
Discussion on media. Ask the participants to form small groups and talk freely about what medium means and what media they are familiar with. Ask them to make a list of different media. Go
through the results of the discussion together. Collect the media and view them together, discussing
which are the most used media in your group.
Colouring in media. In the colouring assignment,
the students colour in the different media devices
and familiarise themselves with the word media
while considering, through their own examples,
what kind of content the different media provide.
Print out the media pictures found on the last pages
of this resource for the participants in advance.
While colouring the pictures, you can talk about
the different media and about what they can be
used for. In the empty square, you can draw the
children’s favourite medium, for example. You can
also find more different media from your surroundings. What devices can you find?

What does ”media” mean?
In this material, medium or media refer to both the different media devices, such as television, radio, books, magazines, computers and smartphones, and different media content,
such as television programmes, films, photographs, newspaper articles, books, websites
applications or games. Based on an extensive textual understanding, information can be
presented and shared in many different ways; visually, audio-visually or, for example, digitally. An individual piece of media content, such as an image, an audio file or video is called
a media text. However, media devices and content cannot always be clearly separated from
each other, and it is not always necessary to do so. However, media are a constant part of
people’s everyday life and they distribute huge amounts of information. Critical thinking
and information search skills help find the essential, reliable information in media.
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2. Media culture is full of information
Inherited knowledge is the term for information that has been orally passed on from generation to
generation, for example by telling stories and passing on traditions. Information can be shared and
passed on through many different kinds of media. There is a huge amount of information available
in the world, and it can be looked for in different ways. The purpose of this assignment is to demonstrate the diversity of different information sources and the opportunities of information searching, as well as to promote understanding of a goal-oriented information search.
1. Diversity of information sources
In addition to our senses, experiences and the explanations of other people, we can use different
media to learn and share information about matters. Discuss and write down all the different information sources you know. These information sources can be concrete locations and operators, such
as libraries or museums, or they can be media devices, applications or content, such as social media
channels (YouTube, TikTok, Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, Kik, Jodel, Snapchat).
2. Various information sources
Talk about the differences between the different information sources. What kinds of information
can be shared through the different media? Who produces information (professional journalists,
researchers, experts, any users of the service)? In what format is the information presented (images,
text, speech, sound, video)? Which information sources do you find the most reliable and why?
3. Information search
Select a topic of which you search for information. You can look for more information about a
familiar topic or study something completely new. Divide the participants into smaller groups and
ask them to find information on the same topic using only one information source. The purpose is to
demonstrate the diversity of information sources and the differences between them.
Depending on the available options, the information sources could be, for example:
•
•
•
•
•

textbooks and non-fiction books
Newspapers and journals
Television
Radio
Internet
• With regard to online sources, you may assign the groups different search engines, such as
Google, Yahoo, Ask, DuckDuckGo, IxQuick, Yandex, Wolfram Alpha
• Social media services
• Interviews, asking other people
• Statistical materials produced and collected by different parties, such as the UN or OECD.
• Globalis database
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4. Final discussion and evaluation of the information sources
Go through the information search results so that two groups tell each other about their information
search and compare their results.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Were they able to find information about the topic?
How comprehensively was information available?
In what format was the information?
Was it easy to look for the information?
What advantages or challenges were there in utilising the information source in question?
Did they find the information reliable?

Based on the discussions, compare the various
information sources and their possibilities when
looking for information. You can make an information search mindmap of all the results. With different sources it is possible to look for information in
different ways and on different topics.
All information is not necessarily available through
every information source. It is important to pay attention to the diversity of information sources and
their appropriate use. Planning ahead may make
information searches easier.
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Tip: You can learn about the
information sources in your
surroundings also by visiting the
library or a museum, or planning
a visit to a local medium, such as
a newspaper’s editorial office.

3. What do media teach us?
Decide a certain period of time during which you will write down new things you have learned
with the help of different media. For the assignment, write down together what new things you have
learned through media, for example, during one week.
What kind of information have you seen, heard or read? Through which medium did you learn the
new thing? Did you learn to do something yourself with the help of media? The objective is to make
the significance of media for learning visible.
In the assignment, you can use the empty space of the printable media picture to write down or draw
the new matters learned through media. If the assignment is used as homework or done at home, it
also helps highlight the connection between media and learning to the pupil’s family.
In the end, put together what you have learned and discuss what else you would like to learn or find
out more about. This conversation can be utilised further as a basis for writing an article or carrying
on research. Or perhaps the group members could teach each other the things they learned through
media?
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4. Can I trust this text?
The objective of this activity idea is to promote the media interpretation and analysis skills, in particular from the perspective of reliability.
1. What is being analysed?
The analysed texts can be, for example,
pieces of news from a newspaper, online
texts or news videos. Divide the participants into smaller groups and allow
them to choose one media text to analyse. To keep the media texts as varied
as possible, it is recommended that
they are chosen from different sources.
For example, the information sources
collected in assignment 2 could be used
as the basis.
2. The analysis
Ask the participants to analyse a selected media text based on the following questions. You can edit
and modify the questions based on the participants and the analysed media texts. Collect the answers together as agreed, for example, in a mind map, as a list or as an essay. The questions of this
assignment have been compiled based on the ”How To Spot Fake News” material created by the
International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions IFLA and translated by the Finnish
Library Association.
Check the background
• Where was the story published? Does the publisher seem reliable?
Who is the author?
• Is there information about the author at the end of the article?
• Does the author seem trustworthy?
Check the date
• When was the piece of news published? Is it current anymore?
Check your attitude
• Consider whether your own prejudice could colour your assessment of the article.
Read the entire article
• What is its topic? Does the headline match the article? Whose perspective is presented, whose
is not?
What is the article based on?
• Are sources mentioned? Which source is the article based on? Does the article feature links?
Do you think that the used sources are reliable considering the topic of the article?
3. Analysis results
Discuss the results and performing the analysis. How did it feel to assess reliability? How do the media texts found in different sources differ from each other?
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What makes media reliable?
Most Finnish professional media operators have committed to following the Guidelines for
Journalists. The Guidelines for Journalists are a set of instructions by the Council for Mass
Media, the purpose of which is to promote the responsible use of freedom of speech in mass
media and facilitate discussion of professional ethics.
Many instructions focus on how to produce reliable information, discussing matters such
as the professional status of journalists, acquiring information and correcting mistakes. A
journalist is primarily responsible to their readers, listeners and viewers, who have the right
to know what is going on in society.
A journalist must fact check their stories as well as possible – even when they have been
published before. According to the guidelines, a medium should make its audience aware of
the practises and principles according to which it will correct its mistakes. The Guidelines for
Journalists are available in full here: http://www.jsn.fi/en/guidelines_for_journalists/
Not all media content producers are professional journalists, or they have not committed
to the Guidelines for Journalists for other reasons. For example, bloggers and vloggers and
other social media operators produce, publish and distribute a great deal of information.
Many different people and operators write blogs and produce content. For this reason, it can
be difficult to compile common guidelines, and, for example, there are no common ethical
guidelines for content producers of social media. However, some communities have created
their own ethical guidelines.

Tip: Always discuss the results together. When evaluating the reliability of information from different
sources, there is always the possibility that students
may be mistaken and believe that disinformation is a
fact. For example, some fake news sites may look very
professional and trustworthy. It is important that the
result of the analysis is reviewed together. If students
are mistaken, explain where they went wrong. It is important to ensure that students do not end up relying
on disinformation after this exercise.
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5. Headers and photos share information
Through different media – for example, social media news feed, newspapers and e-zines – we have
the possibility to find information about many different topics. Many stories are written and published on a tight schedule.
The purpose of a headine is to pique the public’s interest and summarise the essential content of
the story. In addition to the main text or speech, the images and headlines influence the reader’s or
viewer’s understanding of the story’s content. According to the Guidelines for Finnish Journalists,
imagery or sound should not be used in a misleading manner. The assignment teaches how to headline stories and illustrate the headlines.
Headlining assignment
1. Choose a photograph for which the students will create a headline in small groups. Appendix 2
at the end of this material (starting from page 31) presents examples from the collections of the
Finnish Museum of Photography. You can also look for photographs from the Finna.fi service or
the European-wide Europeana site. The headlines of several different groups based on the same
photograph demonstrate how it is possible to share many different stories about a same topic.
2. What is happening in the photo? In what situation has it been taken? What would you like to tell
about the topic to the reader? How could you pique the audience’s interest enough so that they
will read the whole story? In small groups, come up with two different headlines for the same
photo. The other headline should be as truthful as possible while the other should be misleading.
3. Finally, go through the headlines together and choose the most interesting headline.
Photo exercise
1. Select a headline, for which you will look for or create a suitable photo. The headline can be selected based on the previous assignment or taken from a story published in a newspaper or online.
2. Each group will create two photosets for the headline: one that is truthful to the headline and
one that misleads the reader. Plan a creative and imaginative illustration. You can use cameras,
drawing equipment, use printed magazines or newspapers for making a collage or do photo
edits.
3. To finish, go through the photosets together and compare them to the original illustration of the
headline. How do they differ from each other? How do you feel the illustrations influence the
interpretation of the story? How do the illustrations affect the reliability of the stories? Finally,
talk about the chosen methods of misleading and about how the poor or misleading illustrations
may affect the audience.
You can find more photos from the Flickr account of the Finnish Museum of Photography. The
account features hundreds of photos from the collections of the museum. The photographs may be
freely used, but the name of the photographer should be mentioned in connection to them, as well
as the Finnish Museum of Photography as a source and, if used online, a link to the museum’s Flickr
account should be included.
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6. Let’s make an article of our own!
In this assignment, the participants create their own media texts. The objective is to develop the
skills of self-expression and media production and consider the reliability of the media texts.
1. Selecting the topic
Divide the participants in smaller groups so that each group plans and implements one story. First,
select the topics for these stories. You can discuss the potentially interesting topics first together or
you can, for example, browse through the stories published in newspapers.
2. What kind of story do you want to do?
Next, talk about what kind of media text you will do about the selected topic and what is its target
group. These media texts can be, for example, news pieces, blog posts, interviews, presentations,
newspaper articles or videos and vlogs about certain topics. Will it include text, photos, video, sound
or all of them? Does the story need written text, illustration or videos? Who are the stories made for?
How could the story be possibly published?
3. Designing content
Instruct the groups to look for more information on a topic of their choice and plan a story based
on this information. When planning the story, the participants can use the following questions, for
example:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Where could we find more information on this topic?
Who could we interview in relation to this topic?
From what perspective should we write the story?
What aspects of this topic interest the target audience?
What matters are covered in the story? What is left out?
In what format should we create the story?
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4. Making the story
Next, make a story of the topic of your choice. When writing the story, think about, in particular,
how could you make the story seem more reliable to your audience. You can, for example:
•
•
•
•
•

Say who has made the story
Clarify the background and purpose of the story
Share the different perspectives related to the topic
Utilise photographs and videos
Explain what information sources have been used

5. Share your stories!
Think about how the stories could be published. You can organise a premier for digital stories and an
exhibition for written articles or make a newspaper or journal with them. You can also publish the
stories as blog posts or in digital learning environments. If the stories use recognisable personal data,
you should also pay attention to privacy and the required permissions and licences.
Take into account the possible licences required for publication, such as photography licences. To
ensure privacy, you can also write the stories by using pseudonyms, writing about other matters than
people or utilising photographs that do not show humans. You do not need to publish the stories
outside your own group, as you can keep them to yourselves, if you want.
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II Science produces reliable information
Science and research have a large role in society and people’s day-to-day life. Examples
of the significance of science can be seen in nearly all parts of life.
The technologies we use, the channels of communication and information, are mostly based on
the observations and innovations made through
science. Medical research promotes health and
ensures that the used medications are safe. Studying the environment and climate has helped
notice and pay attention to matters that affect
the entire world, such as climate change and the
reasons behind it. Science can also help find the
tools to ensure a sustainable future.
Based on researched information, we can make
well-founded decisions about our life, everyday
activities and communities. Research is creative
and systematic information production. Entities
of information are created through individual
studies. Research helps confirm facts, confirm
previous knowledge, solve problems and support
existing theories or develop new ones.
Media is an essential part of science and research.
Research is done, for example, by photographing,

recording, making notes of or researching media
works, such as photographs, writings, journalism
or videos.
With the help of media, the research results
can be distributed more widely. Research made
all over the globe can be read about in printed
journals or online publications. The results and
other data related to research are also published
as images and videos, as well as by utilising social media, for example. Media brings people together in different ways and enables discussion
about science. Media supports the cooperation
associated with science.
This section aims to understand the significance
of research in producing reliable information.
In the assignments of the material, the students
learn about science and research in many different ways, practise communication skills and
discuss issues related to research, consider the
accessibility of researched information, as well as
practise doing research.

The aim of this section is to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

promote understanding of science, doing research and its role in society and in an individual’s
life.
promote understanding of the diversity of the field of science.
raise awareness of the role of scientists in producing scientific information.
promote understanding of the aspects increasing reliability in the production of scientific
information.
promote respectful communication and interactive skills.
promote research-related competence and approach.
promote the ability to express and distribute information in different formats.
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8. Making science visible
Science is highly significant to the development of society and in people’s day-to-day life, but do we
even see it in our everyday lives? The activity assignment demonstrates and contemplates making
science a visible part of people’s everyday life and living.
Research is all around us
First, look around and think about all the things science and research may have affected. You can
think about your own life, the technologies you use, school and studying, finding information and
communication, your hobbies and recreation. Which of these matters have somehow related to
scientific operations? Which researchers do you know and what have they researched?
Examples into media
Next, choose one example of a matter where research has had an effect and write a media text related
to it in which you consider what the world would be like without that invention. This could be, for
example, a drawing, presentation, essay, review or a blog post. The task can be done either individually or in small groups.
Present your texts
You can publish the works about the significance of science also to others to view, for example, as
presentations, exhibitions, campaigns, on shared online platforms, in social media or as blog posts. If
works by minors are published, remember to request the necessary licences both from the children
or young people in question and their guardians.
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Why is research reliable?
Research is considered one of the most reliable methods of creating information. The reliability of researched information is improved in many ways. Peer reviews, commonly agreed research ethics and
openness all in their part ensure the reliability of information. Science does not assume that information is never-changing, as new research may produce information based on which the previous views
are amended or changed completely.
One aspect of reliable research is that it is published as reviewed. Reviewing research requires plenty
of competence and knowledge. As research handles complex, carefully restricted topics, the critical
understanding of which requires special expertise in the subject, the best reviewers of research are the
other experts of the same field. In order to ensure the reliability and diverse perspectives of research,
several experts take part in the review process.
A review made by other researches is called a peer review. Peer review has many forms: for example,
1) blind review, in which the review is done anonymously based on the content alone, 2) open review,
in which the names of the researcher and the reviewers are told or 3) collaborative review, in which
the reviewers may discuss the research together and evaluate it together.
For more information on the peer review methods are available on the publishers’ websites:
Gaudeamus
Wiley: Types of peer review
Elsevier: What is peer review?

Copyrights
Confidentiality
Non-discrimination

Human rights
Openness

ETHICS

Honesty

Respect
Responsibility

Carefulness

Other ethical areas

This list is based on an article by David Resnik,“What is Ethics in Research & Why is it Important?”
Research affects our knowledge and views of the world and many important decisions are based on it.
That is why it is important that research is guided by strong ethical principles. Research ethics is also
one of the most central factors in ensuring reliability. Research ethical methods promote cooperation
between different operators, as they help promote common understanding of operational methods.
Research ethics and various ethical guidelines may also increase trust in research, as they help to
make the ethical ideals behind the operations more visible.
Openness is also a way to increase the reliability of research. The performed measures of the research
are made as transparent as possible so that the reader can understand what has been done and how.
The wider the audience of the research, the more people have the chance to evaluate it and its results.
Research materials are also published for other researches, who can view and utilise them through
various archives. This makes it easier to evaluate the reliability of research results.
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8. Ask a researcher!
In this activity assignment, the students learn about the research carried out in Finland and contact
a researcher. With the help of the Searching for reliable information materials you can ask scientists
and the professionals of information production – the researchers themselves – about producing
information and recognising reliable information.
What is true and how can one recognise reliable information? The objective of the assignment is to
clarify the processes of producing reliable information, increase awareness of the diversity of research, increase interest in science and reinforce the skills of media production.

Instructions:
a) Divide the participants into small groups or in pairs. Learn about the researchers of different
fields by looking for information from the pages of universities or research institutes. Choose interesting researchers who work close by for the interviews. You can also find out if the participants
have family or friends who are researchers by profession. Please note that it is good to reserve plenty
of time for this assignment. All researchers may not have the time or the desire to participate in an
interview.
b) Agree with the researchers on how the interview will be implemented. If the group cannot go
to visit the researcher or if the researcher cannot come to see the group, you can implemented the
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interview via email or through a video call (Skype, Google Hangout, Facetime, etc.)
c) After agreeing on the interview, choose up to ten questions to pose to the researcher. The questions should be related to the subject of the researcher’s study. You can utilise these example for
designing these questions.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name, profession and employer
How did you end up in your current profession?
What are you researching?
What can the information be used for? To whom it is intended?
What is true?
Can a researcher be wrong or make mistakes?
What kind of information is reliable and how can we assess the reliability of information?
What kind of conversation about your research subject can be seen in media? Do you participate in this discussion?
How would you explain science to a first-grader?

d) Interview the researcher and, afterwards, summarise the interview to the other groups.
If you wish, this assignment can be extended by recording it on a video or tape and making edited
videos or digital stories about it. You can also write blog posts about the interviews.
Important! If you wish to photograph or record the researcher, remember to agree on this beforehand. If you want to publish the final result online, send it first to the researcher for approval.
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9. A discussion exercise on science and research
Information is shared differently between people. Social and group communication skills help with
sharing information and evaluation reliable information.
The goal of this assignment is to promote social and group communication skills. This is achieved by
learning more about the differences between influencing and dialogue communication and motivate
the students to act in ethical ways in the different social situations. The assignment can be modified
to suit the different age groups.

Discussions in social media are riddled with polarisation and getting stuck in one’s own opinions.
However, testing who is able to yell the loudest does not usually offer a solution.
In today’s world, the important skills are the ability to throw oneself into the dialogue, respecting our
differences and the attempt to understand one’s discussion partner. Understanding the perspectives
of others, respect between everyone and being excited about differences are prerequisites for peace
and economic growth. Invitational rhetoric is an excellent tool for group conversations, as its aim is
not to win a debate but rather to achieve a common understanding.
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INVITATIONAL RHETORIC
Invitational rhetoric is a great communication method for constructive value discussions: ones,
where the purpose is that all participants can get their voice heard and dare to see their differences
and different views as something positive. According to its name, the idea behind invitational rhetoric is that the audience is invited to step into the speaker’s world. The audience reacts to the invitation with active listening, where the participants try to become free of their prejudices. Changing
the thoughts of the partner is not a particular goal of the invitational rhetoric. However, invitational
rhetoric can and may lead to changing one’s thoughts and opinions. If a change does take place, it
can happen for either the listener or the speaker or for both parties.
Differences between traditional rhetoric and invitational rhetoric
TRADITIONAL

INVITATIONAL RHETORIC

The objective is to change the views of others.

The objective is to understand the views of others,
changes can apply to both the speaker and the audience members.
Win = the parties have new ideas, reach new understanding.

Win = my view.
Communication (e.g. discussion) is a tool for achieving the goal.

Communication in itself is the goal.

It is more important to be right than take into account the feelings of others.

Mutual respect and appreciation is more important
than convincing others that one is right.

The speaker attempts to challenge and dominate the
communication.

The participants wish to be challenged in the communication.

Reinforces the existing power structures (elitism).

Communication changes the existing structures (multivocality, giving voice to silenced groups).

According to Tanja Valkonen (2016), e.g. Foss 2015; Foss & Griffin 1995.
Sources:
blogs.helsinki.fi/kielijelppi/kuuntelijakeskeinen-esiintyminen
Edu.fi, Lukiokoulutus, äidinkieli ja kirjallisuus, Dialogiin pyrkivä, kutsuretoriikan periaatteita hyödyntävä ryhmäkeskustelu
Murumäki, S-T. 2017. Unpublished learning material for invitational rhetoric. Helsinki: University of Helsinki
tulevaisuus.2030.fi
Valkonen, T. 2016. Kutsuretoriikka. Unpublished learning material concerning communications and influencing. Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä. Department of Language and Communication Studies.

THE CHECK-LIST OF INVITATIONAL RHETORIC
1. Offer your own views, their backgrounds and arguments to the free inspection of your communication partners.
2. Listen and try to understand the view of your communication partners, show that you are listening.
3. Build an atmosphere of safety, freedom and respect.
4. Facilitate the visibility and equal valuation of the views of all communication parties of the
discussion.
5. Ensure that all communication parties feel heard and respected.
Source: Edu.fi
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Instructions:
1. First, divide the participants into small groups
Go through the various forms of having an influence together. Present invitational rhetoric with the
help of its goals and the check-list. Together, consider which kinds of communication situations it
suits best. After the discussions in small groups, agree on a set of rules based on the principles (check-list) of invitational rhetoric.
Tip! Alternatively, instead of the discussion exercise, you can agree on and plan the rules of respectful discussion for your own group. Based on the check-list, discuss about good conversation and
its characteristics. Why is it important to respect others and to be kind? Why should the opinions
of everyone be taken into account and why is it important to respect the other’s opinions? Together,
make the rules visible, for example, by drawing or photographing them, so that you can revisit them
later.

Questions supporting the discussion:
What is a safe discussion situation like? What is a safe discussion partner like? What kind of verbal
and non-verbal messages can be used to create a respectful, open and safe discussion atmosphere?
What is active listening like?
Next, each participant will choose a viewpoint or an opinion that is important and possibly even
emotionally significant to them.
Alternatively, you can prepare topics beforehand for discussion. Depending on the age of the students and the student group, suitable topics could be, for example,
•

climate change, visibility of researched information in media, the role of technology in day-today life, artificial intelligence, effects of gaming, electronic and robot cars.
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2. Discussion in small groups using the methods of invitational rhetoric
•
•
•
•
•

Each participant will present their opinions as well as the arguments and background for it.
The others will listen actively, pose additional questions and encourage the speaker to share
their thoughts.
When the speaker has presented their own view, and it has been heard and understood, it is
now their turn to ask and listen what the other participants think of the matter.
Differing opinions should not be shot down, but encouraged to be expressed.
When the viewpoint of every participant on the topic has been heard and discussed, the group
should consider together what kind of new information was constructed during the discussion. What were the new things each participant learned?
The same amount of time should be reserved for hearing and discussing the opinions of all
group members.

3. Evaluation and feedback
In the end, go through the discussions with all participants. Among the group, consider
•
•
•
•

whether the agreed upon rules were followed
whether all participants were encouraged
whether different viewpoints were brought up during the discussion
what kinds of feelings the discussion brought up

Tip: ”Messages in
a Bottle - Empathy
Skills throught Media Education” materials, for example,
offer an assignment
concerning debate
rhetoric.
http://www.mediataitokoulu.fi/pullopostia_en.pdf
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10. Citizens making science
Science is mostly the domain of universities as well as research institutes and associations. Various
studies, reviews, reports and development work are also carried out elsewhere, for example, in companies and government offices. However, regular people can also take part in research. This is called
citizen science.
With the help of citizen science, it is possible to crowdsource the analysis of large materials or make
observations and collect materials more extensively. With the help of citizen science, we can, for
example, collect observations about planets (https://www.planethunters.org/#/classify), the species of
different habitats (https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/panthera-research/camera-catalogue/classify
) (https://www.zooniverse.org/projects), e.g. by reviewing the species of butterflies or birds. Mainly,
people take part in citizen science through various media. People can also share their devices for
scientific purposes, for example, by installing software on their computer that increases the computing power needed for solving scientific and mathematical problems.
This assignment presents various citizen science projects and demonstrates the meaning of media in
making science.
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1. Where is science done?
Start by talking about doing science. In what kinds of places is science done? List the different
locations where researches could work (e.g. universities, research institutes, companies). Next,
present the idea of citizen science about how anyone can take part in making science and help the
researchers.
2. Anyone can take part in research
You can either learn about the different projects or also take part in them. If you want to participate
in a citizen science project, you should find out the suitable project alternatives in advance and allow
the participants to choose the one they find most interesting. Finding a suitable project can be done
by dividing the participants in small groups and asking them to find the most interesting project.
What is researched in the project, who or what party is in charge of the research, where is the research done and how can people take part? You should also consider the significance of media in
the implementation of the research. In what different ways are different media linked to making the
research, collecting and analysing materials or communicating about research results? Would it be
possible to take part in the citizen science project without a media device? The following page has a
list of some examples on citizen science examples from Finland and abroad.
3. Presenting the projects
In the end, present the discovered projects so that the small groups can compare their results. What
projects did you find the most interesting and possibly viable? Would you be able to carry out a similar project in your community? What would it take to implement it? What kinds of media devices or
competence does project participation require?
Additional assignment
Plan your own research project in which everyone can take part. Tips for implementing this research
exercise are listed in the next assignment of this material.
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More information and sources on citizen science
•

The ten principles of citizen science: https://ecsa.citizen-science.net/sites/default/files/ecsa_
ten_principles_of_citizen_science.pdf.

Citizen science projects in Finland
•

•

•

Finnish Biodiversity Information Facility (https://laji.fi/en) collects and gathers Finnish species data into one cohesive and public entity for the use of research and education operators,
administration and the public. With the help of the national species observation system Notebook you can record your nature observations and take part in observation and citizen science
projects.
Sieniatlas citizen science project collects information on the distribution, habitat requirements
and endangerment of mushrooms. The project wants to promote mushroom hobbies and
identification of species and inspire all people interested in mushrooms to report their observations. The observations notified through the Sieniatlas form will be recorded into the information system of the Finnish Biodiversity Information Facility. http://sieniatlas.fi
The Finnish Nature League runs an annual Kevätseuranta spring campaign, which studies the
progress of spring with the help of springtime animal and plant species. In total, 41 standard
species are followed and there are also theme species that change every year. Two aspects are
studied during the spring campaign: initial observations and the increase of observations.
http://www.kevatseuranta.fi/

Examples of international citizen science projects
•
•

•
•
•

The iNaturalist project enables the recording and sharing observations of nature and one’s
habitat, its animals, plants and insects. The observations are shown on a map and are also
available to researchers. https://www.inaturalist.org
Globe project maintained by NASA collects photographs and information about clouds. The
collected materials are used to compare and improve the data collected with satellites. More
information about the project and instructions for installing the application used in it are
available at: https://observer.globe.gov/ and https://www.globe.gov/web/s-cool/home/participate
In the Galaxy zoo project, people classify galaxies found in space based on images. www.galaxyzoo.org
The Lingscape project gathers observations and studies letters and signs occurring in people’s
habitats. https://lingscape.uni.lu
The Wildcam Darien citizen science project goes through photographic materials and look for
observations of jaguars in Panama jungles. https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/wildcam/wildcam-darien

Citizen science services
•
•

The Scistarter service features dozens of citizen science projects in which anyone can participate. These projects can be searched by topic or participation method, for example. https://
scistarter.com
Zooniverse service gathers together dozens of citizen science projects from different fields of
science. https://www.zooniverse.org/about
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11. Let’s research!
What plants or animals there are in our living environment? What is the favourite food of people?
How much are children featured in news? What was the world like before I was born?
In this assignment, you will practise researching a topic of your choice. The objective of the assignment is to promote understanding about doing research and the aspects included in it as well as
encourage the students towards a systematic and goal-oriented research method. The operations can
be easily modified according to the participants’ age and competence level, for example by changing
the research topics and methods.
You can make research a common theme together or in smaller groups. The research topic can be,
for example, your local surroundings, the opinions and views of people, media analysis.
The assignment consists of five subsections that are connected to each other: 1) Defining the research topic, 2) Choosing the research method, 3) Implementation and documentation of the research, 4) Publishing the research results and 5) A final discussion that summarises the operations.
The assignment can be implemented as a more extensive unit or by focusing on a certain part of it,
such as making observations and becoming more familiar with your surroundings.

Tip: With younger children, you
can focus on making observations, practising describing them,
interpreting the observations as
well as sharing them with others
and self-expression.

1. What is being researched?
•
•
•

•

You can freely think about and choose the research topic and subject.
The research topic can be, for example, your local surroundings, nature, people, media or history. The research subjects can be, e.g. works of art and literature, interviews, speeches, recordings (sound files and videos), photographs and posters, news and adverts or music.
The questions should be carefully targeted at the researched subject. If the questions are too
loosely defined, they may be difficult to answer. When specifying the research questions, you
can define them by, for example, looking for background information or considering the topic
through various interrogative words: Who, what, when, how, why, where?
It is also possible to approach an extensive research subject through the different perspectives
of several groups. For example, if the subject of the research is YouTube as a video service,
one group’s research question could be, e.g. ”How much do people use YouTube?” and another
group’s, ”Why do young people like YouTube?”
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2. Research methods
•
•

•

The research can be a long-term longitudinal study or a more short-term cross-sectional study.
You can decide the duration of a longitudinal study, but the commitment time required by the
study should be taken into account in planning.
The research methods can be, for example, interviews, surveys, tests, observation and documentation. You can, for example, calculate the researched subjects, record your observations,
describe what has occurred or summarise the focal points using images or keywords, for
example. You can take photographs and notes.
When choosing the research method, it is important to consider what kind of information can
be learned through each method.

3. Research and documentation
•
•
•
•

Start the research and collect the research material.
Review the collected materials from your own perspective. You can, for example, calculate the
researched subjects, record your observations, describe what has occurred or summarise the
focal points using images or keywords, for example.
You can document the research process through photographs or notes, for example. This makes it easier to come back to the research stages also after it has been finished.
You can also look for information on the subject from other sources.

4. Present your research results!
•
•
•
•

In order to take advantage of the research results, it is important that the results have enough
visibility and that people can hear about them. Research results can be published and presented in many different ways.
Think about where you will publish the results and for whom?
You can, for example, utilise written text, sound, images, videos. You can set up an exhibition,
write essays or blog posts or make videos. The results can also be visualised as drawings, posters or data graphs.
When publishing the results, also consider the reliability of information. Where have you
learned the background information from, if you used it? Can the research results be applied
more generally or does it only reflect the opinions of the pupils in your school, for example?

5. Finally
•
•
•

Consider the implementation of the research from the perspective of media education. At
which stages was media needed? What the research would have been like if you did not have
access to media?
Discuss also the research process and the chosen method. Additionally, you can perform peer
reviews between the groups so that the groups consider the pros and cons of different research
methods.
What was it like to do the research? What was challenging, easy, fun?
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12. Research-based approach in working life
Finding research data and utilising it is important for professional development in different fields. As
the availability of information increases, the possibilities for developing research-based operations in
work life also improve.
The assignment can be implemented, for example, as a part of vocational education, through freeform activities, in adult education or in upper secondary school. The objective of this assignment is
to demonstrate the significance of a research-based approach in professional and work life as well as
to develop the skills for searching information and the competence for media production.
1. Research information in work life
First, discuss the significance of reliable information and research-based approach in different professions and from the perspective of the students’ own studies. How important is reliable information in different fields? In which professions do you think the research-based approach is particularly
important? Additionally, think about some examples on why and in what situations researched and
reliable information is highly significant. What possible risks or problems could emerge, if reliable
information is ignored?
2. Looking for and analysing research information
Next, divide the participants into smaller groups and ask them to find a research or an article about
research from their own field or a field that could interest them in the future. News about research
can be found in newspapers and journals as well as the trade publications of different fields. When
the students have found the articles, ask them to analyse the essential information from the research.
•
•
•
•
•

What is the theme of the research and what has been researched?
Who has done the research?
What are the key research results?
How has the research been presented in the news?
How could the research results benefit the operations in the field and how do you think that
they could be applied?

3. Sharing information in different ways
There are many different ways to share information about research. Next, give the groups an assignment where they need to ”translate” the research results into another ”media language”. The idea is
to share and distribute the central research information to others through writing, visual elements,
photographs, voice recording or video. You can also think about how you could share information
about the research on the different platforms of social media?
4. Final discussion
Finally, consider the accessibility of research information and the significance of its utilisation. Was
it difficult to find the research information? From which different sources do you think it is easiest
to find information? You can share information about research in different ways. In which format
would you prefer to receive information? Why do you think it is important to pay attention to researched information in work life?
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Saana Wang, 2016, Images of Everyday Life collection / the Finnish Museum of Photography

Kalle Kultala, 1990, Finnish championships of ice hockey, final,
Tampereen Ilves – TPS teams / the Finnish Museum of Photography

Photographer unknown, 1950, Collections of Kulutusosuuskuntien Keskusliito
(Central federation of consumer cooperatives)/ the Finnish Museum of Photography
Original caption: ”The message regarding the cooperative movement from the member cooperatives
of the central federation arrives at the 50th anniversary celebration, carried by 120 cyclists.”
(Aaltonen, Esko, 1953. Kuluttajat yhteistyössä. Kulutusosuuskuntien Keskusliitto, Helsinki)

Arto Timonen, 2016, Images of Everyday Life collection / the Finnish Museum of Photography

UN photo / Station Winter, 2012

UN Photo / Logan Abassi, 2010

